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Tendency of the development of modern automatic
control systems (ACSs) of steam turbines of the ther�
mal and nuclear power plants is characterized by the
sequential elimination of hydraulic elements fulfilling
“intellectual” control functions because of the realiza�
tion of these functions in the electronic part of the
control system (EPCS). This is connected with the
constant development of microprocessor control hav�
ing a high degree of reliability, self�diagnosis, and wide
possibilities for realization of the control algorithm in
the free programming environment [1, 2]. An example
of such development of electrohydraulic ACSs of the
Leningrad Metal Plant (LMZ) for steam turbines is
the ASC of the K�1000�60/3000 turbines on the power
generating units of plants nos. 3 and 4 of the Kalinin�
skaya nuclear power plant (NPP).

The powerhouse hall of power generating unit
no. 3, which was set in operation in 2004, is equipped
by the full�scale ACS for technological processes
(ACS TP), which was developed by Interavtomatika.
This system was realized on the TPTS�51 made by the
All�Russia Research Institute of Automatics. It
encloses also the EPCS of the K�1000�60/3000 steam

turbine (Fig. 1). The ACS of the steam turbine is elec�
trohydraulic. The hydraulic part of the control system
(HPCS) encloses a speed relay of the turbine rotor,
intermediate amplifiers forming the controlling pres�
sure to servomotors of control valves of a high�pressure
cylinder (CV HPC) and a low�pressure cylinder (CV
LPC), turbine protection subsystems, disengaging
clutch, and electromagnetic switches. For input of
control signals forming in the EPCS into the HPCS,
there are the high�speed electric�to�hydraulic con�
verter (EHC) and relatively low�speed inputs—elec�
tric motor of a turbine control mechanism (TCM) and
electric motor for a single�turn servomotor of a control
valve of the heating steam (CV HS) to a separator�
steam superheater (SSH).

The low�speed control circuit (LCC) of the EPCS
operates on the basis of algorithms providing the tur�
bine control in the following operation modes:

—swivel of the turbine rotor up to the nominal
speed of rotation;

—gain of the initial load;
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